JAMES STOWELL

Date of birth: 02/18/1969
Hawaiian ancestry
Mother: Sybil Kehaulani Kea
GMother: Sybil Dominus Jones Kea
GGMother: Bella Kapioleilanionalanielua Holt (ward of Queen Emma)
GGFather: Robert Kealiionakaikaulana Kahukulaiulikalani William Holt
Educational background
Kimball Union Academy - Diploma
Skidmore College - B.S.
Employment history
-Self-employed JDS Consulting - Real Estate consultant
-Realtor Associate - HI Pro Realty LLC - sales and property management
-Cartier - sales associate - Ala Moana Boutique
-Showcase Hawaii - sales
Criminal record
None - not applicable
Personal statement
Aloha Mai Kakou,

-
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My kuleana is to participate and contribute to the nation building process of the Kanaka
Maoili and the restoration of the sovereign nation of Hawai'i. In the spirit of Onipa'a and in
acknowledgement of our unlawfully deposed queen and sovereign, Lili'uokalani, I pledge my
mind, body, and spirit to the restoration of the Hawaiian Nation as a pono nation among
nations and a guiding light in sustainability and respect for our precious 'Aina.

My Kupuna signed the Kue petition, voted against Statehood, and have emphatically
supported the restoration of Hawaiian Sovereignty since 1893. I wish to continue in that
determination with the support of my fellow Kanaka. It is with great pride and excitement,
that I might be a representative delegate and participant in our upcoming 'Aha and help
create a positive and respectful environment in which to build consensus and move our
nation forward.

I believe my experience, historical perspective, and aloha for our people and ‘aina will
contribute to the thoughtful deliberations required to succeed at this monumental task that
lies before us. I humbly ask for your vote.

He mea pau 'ole ke aloha,

James Kimo Stowell

The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have
nominated them : KEA, SYBIL KEHAULANI
I formally protest the requirement
of 10 endorsements
from the Native Hawaiian
Roll Commission in order to be
a potential delegate to the 'Aha.
Not Pono, not Democratic and is an
insult to every willing participant.
Deliberately ostracizing portions of
the community is wrong.
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